Potential role of the Virchow Robin space in the pathogenesis of bacterial meningitis.
Meningitis is an infectious disease commonly arising from a bacterial etiology. The rapid progression of morbidity and mortality due to bacterial meningitis requires critical and imminent time-dependent clinical intervention. Although it is unambiguously clear that bacteria must infiltrate the cerebrospinal fluid, the sequence of events in the pathogenesis of bacterial meningitis has not been fully elucidated. Most reviews of the pathogenesis of bacterial meningitis do not specify the anatomical location of bacteria following BBB traversal. We propose an additional hypothesis focusing on the Virchow-Robin space (VRS). The VRS consists of a small, but identifiable perivascular space formed by a sheath of cells derived from the pia mater. The VRS has been described as an immunological space and possibly having a role in several neuropathological diseases. Solute exchange between cerebrospinal fluid and extracellular fluid occurs at the VRS, with subsequent drainage into the subarachnoid space. Because the VRS is continuous with the subpial space, a more direct route to the meninges is facilitated. The involvement of the VRS may have profound implications on the pathogenesis and therapeutic strategies: (1) nasopharyngeal colonization; (2) penetration into the blood stream after crossing the mucosal and epithelial membranes; (3) proliferation in the bloodstream; (4) extravasations through the endothelium of the post-capillary venules to the perivascular VRS; (5) migration from VRS to subpial space; (6) traversal through pia mater, entering the CSF in the subarachnoid space; (7) invasion of the meninges. The implication of the VRS in the pathogenesis of bacterial meningitis would be twofold. First, the VRS could provide an additional route of entry of bacteria into the brain. Second, the VRS could provide an area for bacterial proliferation, and thereby serve as a bacterial reservoir in relatively close proximity to the meninges. The clinical consequences of this hypothesis are: 1) clinical interpretation of laboratory findings, and 2) effective antibiotic delivery into the VRS. If the role of the VRS is established as part of bacterial meningitis pathogenesis, antibiotic pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics in the VRS need to be determined. This may result in developing novel antibiotic delivery and clinical strategies to improve morbidity and mortality.